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1 Associate Editor (Executive Editor)

1.1 Check mails

The editor (due to the different review process, it may also

be other roles) is inviting the associate editor (Executive

Editor- in-Chief) When reviewing manuscripts, SciCloud will send

a letter to the registered email address of the invitee Invitation

email (SMS, WeChat reminder service will also be opened in the

future).

1.2 Introduction to workspace

Deputy editor (executive editor) After logging in to SciCloud ,

you can choose in [Role Center] Manuscript pending . Pending

manuscripts will be categorized according to the status of the

review process (due to the review process different processes ,
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the node names may be slightly different), the number before each

status node represents the manuscript quantity . Among them,

[waiting for completion] means that after the deputy

editor-in-chief (executive editor-in-chief) submits for review,

it is waiting for the follow-up section Manuscripts that need to

be dealt with at a certain point , the deputy editor (executive

editor) of these manuscripts cannot be directly processed.
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the associate editor ( executive editor) consists of two

parts. Among them [manuscript Details ] mainly displays the basic

information of the manuscript. Select the tab with the gear icon on

the left ( Tab The text content will vary with the process) Enter

the deputy editor (executive editor) of the current node work

area.
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Special note: There is only the current version during the first

review, and the version can be switched here during the review. See

1.4 for details

Special Note: Click on the "small eyes" in front of the name

to view the basic information of the person and The historical

records of its various role operations. For example, Gao Yang in
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the picture above has both author and editor There are three

different roles of editor and editor .
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Special Note: On the Manuscript Details tab, you can manually

check for plagiarism.

Scroll the screen to the academic misconduct check area,

select the manuscript that needs to be checked for plagiarism in

the drop-down list, click the submit button, and the system will

start the plagiarism check process. Because the plagiarism check

process takes a long time, it is recommended to refresh the

manuscript details screen after 5-10 minutes to see the plagiarism

check result.
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Special Note: Plagiarism check reports are divided into

full-text reports, concise reports, and comparison reports.

Click View to read the plagiarism report online.

Click Download to save the report locally.

Click HowNet View to jump to HowNet to view the report details

online.

1.3 first trial

1.3.1Deputy Editor-in-Chief (Executive

Editor-in-Chief) for review

The deputy editor ( executive editor) first needs to assign
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tasks during the first review (due to the review process

different , options assigned to other roles may also appear).
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1.3.2Assign editorial board
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Two modes of querying editorial board members
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Special Note: The editorial board can select more than one person,

but only one of them can be selected for review. exist When inviting

editorial board members to review manuscripts, SciCloud will send

an invitation to the invitee's registered email address mail .

1.3.3assign reviewers

This option will skip the link where the associate editor

(executive editor) sends the manuscript to the editorial board

for review. Reviewers After the review is over, the process

will directly return to the deputy editor (executive editor)

final review node .
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Query reviewers
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select reviewers
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invite reviewers

Special Note: When inviting reviewers to review, SciCloud must

have at least two reviewers by default. Without the involvement

of manuscript authors , the review process will not be able to

move forward. (increase or decrease if necessary The number of

reviewers, please set as shown below)
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When the reviewer agrees to review the manuscript, the function
of manual review will be activated . Deputy Editor (Executive
Director

ed) may, as appropriate , urge invitees to complete their work
by mail .

Special Note: Assign reviewers/invite reviewers/wait for reviewer

confirmation nodes, you can view the reviewers recommended by the

system.
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The system will display information such as the name of the expert,

the subject he is good at, the work unit, and the influence factor.

Click the name of the expert: the email editing window will pop up,

and you can directly contact the expert.

Click to read more: The profile of an expert has a lot of content,

which is collapsed by default. Click to read more to expand the hidden

content.

Click the search button: it will jump to Baidu to search for the
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expert.

Clickthe Addbutton: Addtheexpertto themanuscript reviewerlist.

Load the latest data from the server: After clicking, the latest

expert list will be obtained from the expert database.

1.3.4self final

For this option, the Associate Editor (Executive Editor) will

review the manuscripts themselves. Process after review Will go

back directly to the editor (and possibly other roles due to

different review processes) for processing

node .
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The deputy editor (executive editor) can add attachments

during the final review, and the attachments can be divided

into author-visible and

There are two classes invisible to the author .

1.3.5Final trial

In this link , the editorial board members or reviewers

assigned by the associate editor (executive editor) submit

their

After reviewing comments , the associate editor (executive
editor) is invited to give final comments.
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Special note: Review comments with a paperclip icon on the
right contain attachment information.
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1.4 review

The workspace interface settings of the deputy editor
(executive editor) in the re-examination stage are generally
the same as those in the initial review

Dear, there are only a few things to note:

( 1) Feedback instructions for the author's revised
manuscript
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( 2) The final opinion of the previous round

( 3) Version identification of the manuscript

( 4) Switching between different versions
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1.4.1Assign other roles to review

1.4.2self final

See 1.3.4

2 editorial board

2.1 Check mails

Associate editors ( due to different review processes, may

also be other roles) invite editorial board members When reviewing

manuscripts, SciCloud will send an invitation email to the

invitee's registered email address (later The mobile phone text

message and WeChat reminder service will also be opened in the

future).
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2.2 Introduction to workspace

the editorial board logs in to SciCloud , they can select

manuscripts to be processed in the [Role Center]. treat The

processed manuscripts will be classified according to the status

of the review process (due to the different review processes,
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the node name The name may be slightly different), and the number

before each status node represents the number of manuscripts.
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The review work area of the editorial board consists of two

parts. Among them, [Manuscript Details] mainly displays Basic

information about the manuscript . Select the tab with the gear icon

on the left (the text content changes with the process different)

will enter the workspace of the current node of the editorial

board .

For details , see 1.2
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2.3 first trial

2.3.1.

2.3.1assign reviewers
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2.3.2self final

2.3.3Final trial

具体介绍详见 1.3.5

具体介绍详见 1.3.4
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2.4 review

For details , see 1.4

2.4.1Assign other roles to review

For details, see 1.4.1

2.4.2self final

For details, see 1.4.2

3 SciCloud platform applet

Through the SciCloud WeChat applet, editorial board members,

reviewers and editors can use the mobile terminal synchronously

after logging in with the bound journal;

By following the SciCloud WeChat official account, you can

receive manuscript status information and message reminders in

real time.

3.1 Applet installation

Install the WeChat Mini Program by scanning the QR code:
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3.2 Pay attention to the official account

Scan the SciCloud WeChat official account to follow. Only by

following the official account can you receive the notification

message of the mini program.

3.3 Work

3.3.1overview

the SciCloud applet is as follows:

From top to bottom, it is divided into several areas:

Poster area: display SciCloud promotional information.

Mini-program system notification area: Scroll to display the

system notifications of the SciCloud applet.

Bound publication area: display the bound publication cards.

Click to view the to-do list for that edition.
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King Kong area: switch work, query, mine

3.3.2View pending work

Click on a bound publication to enter the publication and view

your own to-do items. If a user has multiple roles, each role will

be displayed as a tab.

Reviewer identity
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3.3.3View manuscript details

Click the View Manuscript button to view more detailed

information on the manuscript.
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3.3.4View manuscript attachments

Click View Manuscript to view the manuscript with the preview

capability of WeChat.
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3.3.5Quick review by reviewers

Reviewers can use the Mini Program to quickly submit review

comments.
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3.3.6invite reviewers

Reviewers can be invited in the Mini Program .
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3.4 Inquire

without logging in .

3.4.1select journal

Click Journals to select the journals you want to query .
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3.4.2Enter search criteria

Users need to enter the manuscript number, corresponding

author's name and verification code for query .

3.4.3search result
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3.5 mine

It mainly displays the login account information, journal

binding, pending payment, help center, problem feedback, more

settings and other functions.
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3.5.1Journal Binding

Displays a list of bound publications. The publication name

in brackets is the account name of the bound publication.
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The SciCloud applet supports multiple accounts bound to the

same publication, making it easy for users to switch between

different roles for operations.

The user can click the cancel button to cancel the binding

relationship.

Click the Add Publication button to add a binding relationship.

The user selects a publication, and enters the user name and

password registered in the publication to bind.

3.5.2To be paid

Order information such as page fees can be viewed through the

pending payment entry of the Mini Program. Support query by order

status.
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3.5.3help center

Click to view the instructions for using the applet .

3.5.4feedback

Users can feed back the problems encountered in use and

optimization suggestions to the SciCloud platform. The platform

will continue to optimize and improve based on user feedback.
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3.5.5More settings

Click to make more settings.


